E-ACTIVBOARD

INDUSTRY 4.0

Touch-sensitive whiteboard

SURF THE WEB

CONTROL ALL APPLICATIONS

RUN A MEETING

MANAGE A PROJECT

Technical advantages
E-ACTIVBOARD, «it’s a giant whiteboard»: the interactive touchscreen lets you control all of a computer’s
E-ACTIVBOARD
applications and content directly on the board. You open an application, type in a website address from the
connected
display panel without going back to your PC. With E-ACTIVBOARD, «you can write anywhere»: Interactive,
it lets you interact with the connected computer’s content. It’s very easy to use the stylus or a finger to interact
by annotating diagrams, highlighting or amending text etc.
At the end of the meeting, all content can be saved in the format of your choice or sent in one click. Minutes of
the meeting are taken and sent out in real time.
This is a remote visual collaboration solution perfectly suited to the needs of companies.
In short, E-ACTIVBOARD lets you stay organised at your meetings and keep track of everything that has
been said. You can be more creative and communicate better.
For more information about this product, download our catalogue dedicated to Industry 4.0 or visit our ACASee page 209 DEMY.
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Integrate and enhance obeya with digital virtual management

Obeya, which means «big room» in Japanese, is a Lean visual management practice. It is a place for intensive and ritualised
collaboration. Information is available and managed collectively via short and periodic meetings. It’s an easy and effective
tool for responding to performance challenges.
Obeya is implemented to monitor and manage projects: E-ACTIVBOARD presents information about the background and
issues involved.
It’s a management tool that helps you to quickly identify and resolve problems. To bring it to life, the project team makes a
ritual of its use: weekly or even daily meetings, short problem resolution loops, ongoing improvement etc. This tool offers a
tailored response to reconnect team members, in order to learn together and act together.
Obeya is an amazing tool that can accentuate collaboration between team members who are usually geographically spread
out and let employees be autonomous.
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